[Risk management in hospitals: standard operating procedures in aviation as a model for structuring medical communication].
The working conditions for medical staff in German hospitals with emergency units are characterised by stress peaks. In such moments mistakes are more likely to be made. Communication problems and misunderstandings caused by these settings are the most frequent causes for blunders, errors and mistakes. The aim is to show an easy way to reduce the incidence of these problems. Within this prospectively randomised trial we compare the ability of 50 physicians to remember standardised information on patient's data passed on to them in a briefing. Half of the subjects used the so called 5-finger method as an easy means of memorising standardised information. The other 25 physicians memorised the patient's data in the usual way. In order to assess the information recalled by the subjects, all of them were asked to answer 15 questions on the data they had been given an hour earlier. The subjects who used the 5-finger method were able to give on average 9.88 (of 15) correct answers and thus remembered significantly (p = 0.031) more information than the members of the control group. Communication errors caused by homophony, ambiguity, anticipation and mental models are can be avoided in well-structured communication situations. The rules for such a type of communication can easily be learned and applied. Standardised communication has already proved to reduce the error rates in aviation. We conclude that it can be helpful to introduce standardised communication rules such as the 5-finger method in medical communication.